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ABSTRACT
The project to develop a diagnostic test for adults

attending literacy classes was conducted in two phases. First, an
Adult informal Reading Test (AIRT) was administored, scored and
interpreted by the project team. These results and guidelines for the
advancement of adults in reading materials were communicated to
cooperating project teachers, who then conducted the test with a
nationwide sample of adults. The tests were scored and interpreted by
the project team. Although the national test population was less than
half the desired number, it seemed consonant with national statistics
collected at the same time. Several areas of investigation led to
inconclusive results because of the decline in the sample population
size, but it was determined that the project did not succeed in
identifying an instructional placement level through the use of the
Ain. Changes in word recognition, accuracy, rate and comprehension
of material read orally among adults with similar instructional
programs and AIPT pre-test scores varied. It was concluded that the
AIRT must still be used primarily as an instrument to measure
specific reading performances. (Two forms of the AIRT, relevant data
on reading level of the materials, population distribution, and
reading scores, are included in the appendix.) (AG)
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BALKGRoL;NA) ;04.11 PROBLEM

rhifi is the second of twu projects to develop a diagnostic test for

adults attending literacy classes. During the first project (Leibert, 1967),

two comparable f:Jima of an individually administered Adult Informal Reading Test

(AIR') were developed. the current project was undertaken primarily to

determine which of several criteria tor interpreting the Adult Informal

Reading Test would result in the highest reading achievement gains

following a period of instruction.

Testing in adult programs ;s generally accomplished by group tests,

some of which are not specifically designed for the adult population.

Researcn with school-age populations indicates that there is a difference

between the grade level score provided by standardized tests, and tests like

the ALM' which are based upon performance criteria (Betts 1940, Sipay 1961,

Leibert 1965). Tests employing performance based criteria bear the generic

lable of Informal Reading Inventories. Such tests, as well as standardized oral

diagnostic tests, (also individually administered) have been a regular part of

the test battery of reading clinics across the country and have generally found

their way into the public school classroom. The evidence, as spares as it is

(Killgallon 1942, Cooper 1952, Mayo 1947, and clinical observation) indicates

that the standardized test generally places a pupil at a le'vel which doe.: riot

produce achievement score gains as high as when the level for instruction

7
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is determined hr an individually administered diagnostic test. Lather'. (I4Aii

concluded chat. Informal Reading Inventories provided a hettet eatimate or

Instructional level. but standardizf' tests were more sensitive to spill

chnnres in achievement.

These observed differences are to be expected since the two tests are not

similar in.purpone. The achievement test yields an assessment of the amount of

leainiug that has taken niece. A score, whether reportea ea scene .level or

percentile, provides a means of ranking students by achievement, or measuring the

change in achieyerv_t over rime. A very different kind of assessment Is sought by

the user of an Informal Reading Inventory. One purpose of this test is to

determine the reaier's instructional level. The concept of instructional leve:.

Is that there must he a balance between known and unknown information to pormit

the mast efficient learning to take place. In this argument it follows that a

learner placed In materials which are either more, or less difficult than his

ingtructional level will demonstrate leas progress than the learner who is

placed in materials at his proper instructional level.

The standardized achievement test score is based upon the total

number of items correctly attempted as a measure of overall achievement,

while the informal Reading Inventory is based upon the most difficult

ev:de level uassaee at which the specific performance criteria are met.

rhos the standardized teat is an estimate of the pupil's segregate

achievement to date, whereas the informal is an (estimate of the level at

which instruction would prove profitable.



The ,oncern is that the grade placement score of a standardized test is

otten interpreted as an indicator of instructional level. For children, the

research evidence indicates clearly that this relacionehip does not hold true.

hviden,e is needed to confirm or refute this finding for adults.

In the original study a test was developed in the genre of the

Informal Reading Inventory, containing several sets of graded word lists

and six graded reading passages. Informal Reading Inventories are usually inter-

preted according to the MIAs' (1940) criteria for judging the specific

performance factors of accuracy of oral reading, comprehension in silent

and oral reading and general observations of reading behavior. While the

original study deMonstrated that these performance factors were valid for adults,

the data also suggested that the criteria used to judge the reading per-

formance of school-aged pupils might not be entirely appropriate for adults.

Unlike the reading 0i children, which shows a gradual decline in

accuracy and rate of reading as the materials become more difficult, the

adult's accuracy tended to level ott while otten only his rate showed a

decline. As is generally true for children, comprehension appeared to

be independent of accuracy of reading until the materials were virtually too

difficult to read. Rate for adults was concluded to be the more sensitive

indication of difficulty among the commonly observed performance vari-

ables of reading.

Lismis (,f Investigation

the current investigation studied the effect of three different

Ltiteria usLd to determine levels of placement on the reading achievement

9



of adults as measured by the Adult BaSic Lear rning Examination (Karlson, et al,

1967). A second purpose was to determine whether the standardised test ranked

the adults in the same order and at the same levels as the Adult Informal Medi

Test. Information relative to these purposes help to answer the following

two questions. Is the concept of instructional level appropriate for adults

using accuracy of reading, comprehension and rate of reading as the

performance variables? Jecondiy, is it reasonable to continue the practice

of placing adults in programa and materials on the basis of the grade

level scores of standardized tests? The third purpose was to provide

a description of the changer in each performance areas as measured by

the Adult Informal Reading Teat. Data of this type provides a means for

comparing the reading performance of readers at different levels of

achievement.

10
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PRuCiDURE

Ube proje,:t was divided intil two phases. During the first phase

the AIRT was ,administered, awred and interpreted by the projezt team.

These results and the guidelines for the advancement of adults in reading

materials were communicated to the cooperating project teachers. In the

seono phase the ample was nation-wide, the testing was done by the

cooperating teachers, the guidelines were made optional, but the tests were

scored and interpreted by the project team as before.

Phase 1

St. Louis was selected as the Phase I site because it was the

closest area which had the likelihood of providing the size sample needed

for this part of the study; 180-200 adults equally distributed over ABLE

levels 1-111, attending evening classes twice a week.

Prior to the initial testing, a readability analysis was conducted

ror the materials employed in the St. Louis reading program. Using

either the Spache(1953) tormula for material under fourth grade ley''l or

the Dale-Chat l (1948) fotmula for materials at or above fourth reader

level difficulty. readability estimates were determined for approximately

one hundred separate pieces of reading material in twenty-one programs.

(see Appendix A).

During the last week of September, the four project staff members

administered the Adult Informal Reading Test to 180 adults entering Adult

Education programa in eight ABE Centers in downtown St. Louis, Missouri.

The project team was comprised of the Project Director, the University's



Adult Basic. Education Specialist and two master's level students in

the reading program (both of the students were women, outs had an ex-

tensive background in ABE and the other is currently puruaing a Ph.D.

in Reading at UMKC).

The tests were scored by the team in a group setting so that all

unusual scoring situations would be interpreted in a uniform manaer.

Tests were scored in keeping with the general directions developed for

the test. Oral reading errors included word substitutions, word omissions,

and words which were pronounced by the examiner. Errors word endings

and substitutions which were characteristic of language usage patterns were

not counted as errors. Neither the repeating of words or phrases, nor

hesitations were counted as errors.

After the tests were scored, the performance for each test was

summarised and an instructional placement determined. The criteria for

establishing this placement level were as follows:

Instructional placement - the highest level of passage difficulty where:

1. the oral reading errors did not exceed ten percent of the
total number of running words in the passage.

2. the comprehension score was not lower than 60 percent.

3. the rate of reading met the McCracken (1967) standard for
oral reading.' (+ 15 words I minute)

Grade Level 1 .2
70

3 4 5 6 7+
Rate 60 90 120 120 150 150

Once the placement assignments were completed the tests were separated

into three levels comp..rable with ABE class levelE; Level 1 (Non-reader to

McCracken's rates were employed because they were computed on materials
of the same format as the AIRT.

12
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third reader level), Level li ;fourth reader level to seventh) and

Level lli (Eighth to 10+ reader level). Using a table of random numbers,

tests within each level were redesignated with an "assigned placement

level" based on one of three variations of the above criteria: (1) the

same placement level as predicted by the criteria, (2) one level higher

than this level or (3) one level lower than this level.

More variations would have been desirable, and indeed four were

originally proposed, but because of the concern for attrition three place-

ment levels were considered to be a safer choice. The original placement

level was based on the idea that satisfactory progress would be associated

with instruction which was conducted at a level where the adult showed

minimum proficiency in accuracy of oral reading (word recognition in

context), comprehension and rate of reading. If the concept of the place-

ment level was valid then the learner should do less well if ha was

placed above or below this level. Some writers such as Powell (1971) have

argued that the reader or primary materials (1-3) might do better with

easier material while readers of advanced levels might progress more

rapidly if the materials were more difficult than the basic instructional

level. Thus there were several reasons for exploring the effects of

instruction in materials which were above as well as below the basic

instructional or placement level for each of the three ABE class levels.

The director of the St. Louis program was provided with a listing

by instructional center of each person tested, the assigned reading

level, a statement identifying the areas of instructional need,2 the

2An instructional need was identified when one or more of the reading fa,tota

of the criteria (accuracy, comprehension or rate) prevented the assignment
of level to the next more difficulty passage level.

13



level of ABLE test to be administered, a direction sheet for the teacher

describing the reading advancement procedure, a student log sheet, and

the reading levels of the materials employed in the program.

The ABLE test (the vocabulary and comprehension section) was to be

administered by the teacher and the tests scored by the project team.

The conclusion at the first phase was to occur in December or

January, but because of a series of problems this phase was actually

concluded in March. Final testing was conducted in the tame manner as

for the initial testing with the-exception that just the basic instructional

placement level was determined. The results of the initial and final

testing were sent to the St. Louis program director.

Phase 11

This nation-wide phase of the project was designed to test the

generalizability of the data from the St. Louis study. The reliability

of this second phase was greatli dependent upon the quality of the data

collected.

To meet both concerns, the participants of a 1970 summer institute

in adult reading were invited to participate in the project. The fifty

participants represented 38 states,. urban, suburban, and rural areas, and

all levels at literacy classes. Secondly, these participants were trained

to administer the Adult Informal Reading Test by the writer. Thus with

this group it seemed possible to obtain quality data on a wide variety of

literacy classes across the nation.

During the fall ut 1971 each of the fifty participants of the MC

summer ABE institute was requested to return a card indicating whether or

14
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nut he would be able to patticipate. Those who accepted were contacted

by mail and then by phone to be sure that each cooperating teacher

understood the particulars of their involvement and to determine the.

approximate number of adults who they had identified for the project. Additional

participants were solicited by follow-up notes to those who did not respond to

the first letter.

Next, copies of the Adult Informal Reading Test, tat directions,

lesson log sheets, and directions for the project were mailed to each

project participant. As the administered tests were returned they were

scored by the graduate assistants and, as previously described, the levels

assigned by the project director.

Results of the testing were summarized for each student including

the test sub scores, the basic instructional needs, and the appropriate

level of the Adult Basic Learning Examination (ABLE) was indicated. For

each adult tested the summary included the raw score and percentage of

correct responses for the word lists, the accuracy of oral reading, rate

of oral reading (words per minute) and comprehension for each list or passage

read. Copies of the ABLE test matching the levels assigned were included

in the return envelope.

As soon as the initial test data from all centers was completed the

final test materials were assembled. Alternate forms for each test (with

the exception of ABLE Iii for which only one form was available) were

sent for each adult participating in the initial testing. This was done

early as possible to permit cooperating project teachers to administer

the final tests to the adults in the sample before an adult left the pro-

gram or the center terminated the spring session.

15
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rinal tests wee scored as soon as they were returned. Again the

Project Director checked the Adult informal Reading Test, and determined

the placement level. As before, the test results were summarized for

each adult. The summary for the standardized test (ABLE) included the

raw score and grade score (percentile for those who were administered

ABLE level III) for both the initial and final testing. The Adult informal

Reading Test scores were summarized as before and the levels for both test

periods were provided. Thus each project teacher was provided feedback on

the reading performance for each adult participating in the project.

Results - Population Attrition

Phase I - St. Louis

What was to have been the most rigorous portion of the project with

controls on the testing, scoring, placement of levels and advancement through

levels was reduced to a pilot study.

This phase of the project was to be concluded in December or January;

however, the Project Director was persuaded by the Director of the St. Louis

program to postpone the final testing to allow more time to show student

growth. In February the situation was further complicated by the fact that

some of the participating centers in St. Louis were in danger of being

terminated in March. Final testing was arranged as soon as was possible -

the second week of March. This testing revealed that 28 percent of the

project population (50 adults) were then in attendance. A loss of this

magnitude was not anticipated and is not known whether this is a normal

Attrition or an increase aggravated by the uncertainty of the program status.

It was during the final testing that the team discovered that some

teachers had not followed the levels provided, and that few had kept any

r1.6
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record of the work ot the paztL!, , as requested. Finally,

the team was unable to arranEe fOl L:et:

because of factors related to tile pio.,1,,t1

trt.ting of the ABLE again

Phase U - Nation-wide sample

The problem of population attritin became apparent early in the

second phase of the project. et the 50 roardrIrt institute participants,

thirty agreed to take part in the pr,.le,t. ten, however, had to drop

out of the project for reasons ganging tLom health to local projects which

were in conflict with the project procedures. (aee Appendix B)

The pledged population exceeded the projected goal of 550 adults, but

the actual number of those compl-Ain 2.7.1.1.cial tests was slightly less than

halt of that goal, while the number L44,1eLito4 some portion of the final

testing was 41 percent of the initially rested population. The result was

a loss in total population which eXcvt,ied desirability, but seemed consonant

with national statistics collected the are time (Sheik, 1972).

17
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trouped in this way, one aduit'a petiormance changed sufficiently to

advance at least one level according to the criterion of performance for

accuracy of reading (902 or better), 8 advanced one or more levels in compre-

hension (60% or better) and 16 advanced at least a level on the basis of rate of

reading. As would be expected for this type of breakdown, those adults who

gained one or more levels on the AIRT demonstrated the most overall gains

on specific factors. Of these three factors accuracy evidenced the least

change and rate of reading recorded the most change.

Similar analyses (see Appendix C) for the remaining two adjusted

levels did not reveal sufficient differences to warrant separate treat-

ments and descriptions.

Table 2

Percent of Change for Each Reading Facor on the AIRT
fuv Each Adjusted Level

Accurac4

X

-1 Level .245 .016 .053 .035

0 Level .201 .009 .028 .018

+1 Level .339 .009 .018 .028

Comprstitelialoil Rate
0 + X 0 + - X N

.193 .105 .018 .035 .035 .245 000 .070 38

.165 .046 .028 .018 .119 .101 .009 .028 28

.201 .101 .064 1.028 .147 .174 .046 .028 43

This table compares the totals for each of the three adjusted levels

for each performance area. The trends are similar as for Table 7, that

is, the number of adults who gained a full level increased from accuracy,

comprehension and rate respectively with rate as the area showing the

greatest percentage of change.
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Apparently rate still shows up as being the performance area most

subject to change on the AEU while accuracy of reading shows little or

no change. Rate seems to ha%e been increased without deleterious effects

on accuracy or comprehension. At least this appears to be so under an

analysis where only changes which affect criteria are counted. It is also

apparent trom the analysis in this section that gains were made regardless

of assignment level.

A second type of tabulation provides,an overview of reading performance

for all levels of readers on each of the measured reading factors of the

Adult Informal Readini, Test (word recognition, accuracy of oral reading,

comprehension and rate). For each level reported the scores for initial

and final testing are entered for (1) the Mitzel I and II word lists, and

(2) at least three passages. This summation allows a number of useful

comparisons to be made.

Comparisons among levels of passage difficulty for the same readers

permits inferences to be drawn concerning the effect of passage difficulty

on the performance of readers at these different levels. Relationships

may be sought among readers of different levels within the'same reading

factor. Such comparisons provide an indication of changes in performance

for the same lector as reading facility increases. Changes in performance

for each of the above comparisons can be studied in relation to initial

and final testing. An additional comparison was provided by separating

those adults who had gained one or more levels, from those who had remained

at the game piacement level.



Sc.,cea were, thestfe, grouped by similar initial initial instructional

placement and separated into two groups on the basis of whether or not a

gain in level had been achieved by the final test on the AIRT. Because of

the small number of scores involved far this analysis, median scores seemed

to pi.Jvide the best indication of central tendency. Comparison between

leVei i4 provided by the Table in Appendix D.

ItglEALIA Readers

Median Scores for Each Performance Factor of
the AIRT by Initial Placement Level

Table 3 - Beginning Readers

Word
Recognitiont Accuracy Comprehension Rate

Level M-I M-II 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Initial 24 24 96 96 95 60 80 45* 61 49* 48*

n 8 8 10 10 8 10 10 8 9 9 7

Final 24 20 98 95 90 80 80 65 60 57 55*

8 5 7 8 7 7 8 7 6 7

be ow standard of performance

There was an insufficient number of adults to separate these people

into each placement level so readers ranked from non reader to first reader

were grouped for this table.

Accuracy was acceptable for the three levels tested for initial and

final testing. Comprehension and rate were acceptable for passage level

one only through the initial testing. During the final testing compre-

hension improved for !loth second and third levels showing that at least

half of the adults read with acceptable understanding at these

Rate improved significantly only at the second level.

21
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Cspl-ehansicn. the characteristics roc both groups ace quite similar,

comprehension was strong Out) to adequate (60I) at the levels tested.

Note that at level 4-5, for the L(..ivaining adults, the median wee computed

from only two adults.

Rate. Although on the initial test the rate of non-gaining adults

was altahtly leas than the median rate for the gaining adults, neither group

achieved a satisfactory median rate at the third level. The gaining adults

performed sufficiently better on the final test at the third level which

indicates that rate was the major factor which separated the performance of

these two groups.

Overall. Rate was the major reason for placing these adults at second

reader level with comprehension and accuracy next in order of influence.

Third Reader Level

ruble 5 - Third Reader Level

Word
Recognition Accurac
M-I t4 -I1 2 3 4-5 7-8

(ainers
Initial

n

Final

Comnrehension

30 24

16 16

29 24

15 16

3 4-5 7-8
Rate
3 4-5 7-8

98 97 96 97 65 80 80 80

4 8 14 13 4 8 14 13

99 96 94 94 100 95 80 75

3 6 16 16 3 6 16 16

Non-Cainers
Initial 29 26 98 98 94 97 50* 60 80 100

n 6 5 2 3 5 5 2 3 5 5

Final 29 29 100 96 99 95 100 80 45* 60

6 5 1 2 6 5 1 2 6

*below criterion standard of perfatmance

108 86 90* 82*

4 8 14 13

104 87 113 98*

2 5 16 16

23

91 92 $4* 69*

2 3 5 5

70 87 102* 68*

1 1 6 3
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: 1; 3t was nerfoim=d with almost

a petit-. .--io lot at itasz.. i4ai! 1.414, itt mitzel 11 list still

Wati SinaVVIal difilCuit ICE the adults at 0116 leVel.

AlLhiat.v. Mete were :.utcoations between initial and final

teettng !or both pours. F-benctaliv, oertormance actoas the four levels

Was tVA high. Word recgn:tion 16 fiutticiently powerful to allow

more than hal! of the adults read with acceptable accuracy through the

7th reader level.

eurxtellensi,n. fhis arca was genetAly acceptable with gains notedwar

at and 1-tloic the level or ;,1hLeNent for hzth grouns. The two low median

comprehension bores 1:n. the non ,lailung adults should probably be ignored

since the tirst. :mi._ was based on adults and the low score at the 4-5

level was 1.5110ed !Iv an .,ecttahle ',Lore at the 7-8 level.

s:J1Vs t'. it riAttern as tot the second reader level

group. Yr !1.1g4.; thiTTV were tew adults involved and

thus t!;t: LIvnds r.,tv 7t,L1:,1u.

Overdli. the itzi r iist ,ttll dils:rtminated well even though

these adults ',4ertf able to read accuLatelv and comprehend to at least the

7-8 reader level.
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Table 6 - Levels 4-1

Word
Recognition Accuracy Colprehension Rate

Level M-I WIT 3 4-5 7-8 9-104, 3 4-5 7-8 9-10 3 4-5 7-P 9-10

Gainers
Initial 30 26 99 98 98 98 80 90 80 60 115 158 112* 94*

n 11 11 4 9 9 10 4 9 9 10 3 6 9 10

Final 30 27 94 97 97 98 90 90 70 80 87 140 137 155

n 11 11 5 9 11 7 5 9 11 10 4 8 11 8

Non-Gainers
Initial 30 25 97 97 97 80 80 60 122 95* 84*

n 14 14 13 13 9 13 13 9 13 13 10

Final 30 25 98 96 96 80 80 80 110 110 111*

n 14 13 13 13 9 13 13 9 10 12 10

Yord Recognition. Most adults in both groups read the Mittel I words

correctly while more than half of these adults had some errors on the Mittel

II list. Very little change in performance is noted from initial to final

testing.

Accuracy. With one exception, scores are high and vary little from

passage to passage. Gaining adults were somewhat superior to the adults

In the non-gaining group.

Comprehension. Some, but not very significant variations can be noted

between groups and passage levels. Generally comprehension was good t80%)

for all levels reported.

Rate. initial test scores generally indicate a declining tate as

materials increase in difficulty. Rate seams to level off during the rIr .1

test rather than decline. The rate for the gaining adults is higher tlinn

for the non-gaining adults.
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Overall. laiterences in rate make the main distinction in the

performance of both groups. Adults in this group can read and compre-

hend material at feast to the 10th grade level of difficulty.

'Placement Levels 8-10

Table 7 - Levels 8-10

Level

word
Recognition

4
Accuracy Comprehension Rate

M-I _14r1 .1.,...4-1-....--La_.-9=111._._6=5.1-41, 9-10 A-I 74 9 -10__

Gainers
Initial 30 30 100 99 99 100 100 80 149 155 114*

n 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Final 30 30 100 100 100 100 100 100 124 134* 155

n 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3

Non-Gainers
Initial 30 28 99 99 99' 100 80 65 168 137 140

n 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 9 7

Final 30 30 100 99 98 95 90 80 128.5 152 141

n 1 9 s 9 _9" a 9 9_ _6_ _7 7

e ow criterion standard of performance

Word Recognition. Most adults in both groups attained a perfect

score in the Mitzel I list and at least half of the adults had a perfect

A

score on the final Mitzel II list.

Accuracy. The gaining adults were somewhat superior to the non-gainers

in accuracy of reading for the final testing. Both gLoups read with a

high degree of accuracy.

Comprehension. In this area also.the adults in the gaining group

demonstrated a superior performance. It should be noted that for both

groups at least halt of the adults had sattstactory scortn a: ea_n
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Kate. The loss ii population for the gaining group makes comparisons

dirticult. Mere was no change for the non-gaining group at the 9-10 level.

Overall. Rate seemed to separate the two groups with comprehension

a lesser rector. The overall performance in each area is high.

Comparisons Across Groups

Word Recognition. The Mitsel I test. shows some discrimination among

placement levels through the second level which is consonant with the

difficulty of the list. The Mitsel II list discriminates among levels

through the seventh reader level.

Accuracy. Three factors stand out. First, readers compared by place-

ment level are generally more accurate as levels increase. Even though

many placements were based on rate, performance superiority also shows

up in accuracy of reading. Second, variability decreases at the higher

levels. Third, even with variability the median performance of these

adults was within the acceptable range (90% or above).

Comprehension. The poorest overall performance was demonstrated by

the lowest group and the highest overall performance was accomplished by

the highest group. Yet there was no overall trend as with accuracy.

In fact, among the gaining groups a reverse trend was noted, the second

level placement group were somewhat superior to the next two highest

groups. With the exception of the beginning readers and three levels of

the non gaining groups the median scores for each passage level was within

acceptaLle limits (60% or higher).
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Comprehension, as measured by the A1RT, does not appear to be

related to rate and does not show the variability of rate or accuracy.

(This observation might be due to actual reading performance, test

difficulty and a smaller spread at possible scores.)

Race. Several observations can be noted for rate. First, as would

be expected, the median rate increases across placement levels. There is

much variability within placement levels. Some levels, particularily for

the initial testing, show a decrease in rate across levels. During the

final testing the mediae scores tended to increase across passage levels.

Reading successive passages seemed to produce a "warm-up" effect not

apparent during the initial testing.

The comparisons are based on median scores so that trends can be

noted. The reader should check the number of scores employed for the

median score before serious interpretations are made.

Rate - an additional note

During the first phase of the project, it became obvious that rate

was more variable than other factors as had been observed in the original

study. There are several reading factors including word recognition,

vocabulary and comprehension which alone or in combination offer plausible

explanations for the observed rate changes. Because this issue is central

to the concept under study, a discussion of the data which bear on this

finding seems warranted even though the question was not part of the

original design.

Reading could be slowed down by a limited ability to recognize words

rapidly. If this were the case, as more difticult words were encounterec.
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the adult would take mare time to identity the words, thus reducing rate.

A,i.Jther explanation would be that an adult would slow down to maintain

.auderbtandin Lib the materials become more complex. Comprehension might

alas, he at by knowledge or word meanings or by the unfamiliarity

with the sentence structure ot more difficult passages.

4ertaln relationships can he drawn from existing data to identify

potential explanations. Neither accuracy nor comprehension seem to

fluctuate as does rate, suggesting that they are independent. A crude

.:omparison of vocabulary gains on the ABLE test against rate changes on

the ALRF does not provide any support for general vocabulary knowledge

as a factor related to rate.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Table 8

A Comparison of Rate and Vocabulary Gains
Vocabulary (ABLE)

hain Gain 3 months or t
Rate (AIRT) Gain

15 w /m* or 15 (23%) 19 (291)

less than 15 w/m 12 (19%) 20 (2n)

*words/minute

As this table indicates, a slightly higher percentage of adults

gained 3 months or more in vocabulary whether they increased in rate ot

reading or not.

Comprehension as d factor is more difficult to explain. However,

Itl the materials used for the Adult Informal Reading Tests were dt:tlIgned

t adults. the less difficult passages should not present ;my ohstacici
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to comprehension for these readers. 0nly the last two passages might

contain concepts which could be considered to increase the difficulty of

interpreting the message. Therefore, unless word recognition was a source

of error or confusion, no significant rate changes would be anticipated

until the final two passages (see Appendix D). But this is not the case. On

the whole, rate appears to be independent of comprehension at all levels

of passage difficulty. Difficulty of ideas alone does not seem to account

for the drop in rate for the adults in this study.

Anticipating the need to explain the rate phenomenon, the word lists

were timed during the final testing of the St. Louis population. This

additional procedure provided data on the rate of identification of

words which then could be used in a comparison with rate of reading.

Analysis of this information indicates that there is a moderate

relationship between the number of words correctly pronounced and time,

and rate of oral reading. A step wise regression analysis was computed for

the words lists (number correct for each list and time to read each list)

and rate of reading for passage levels 3, 4-5, and 7-8.

Table 9

A Comparison of the Correlation between Time and Number Correct
on Each Mitzel Word List with Rate of Reading

for Three Levels of DifficuitV

Passage Difficulty

Word Recognition
(Mitzel) 3 4-5 7-8

1 List I (Time) .40 .01 .003

2 List 1 (No. Correct) .09 .004 .005

4 List IX (Time) .0007 .05 .07

3 List II (No. Correct) .07 .57 .44

30
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For level three the time required to read the Mitzel I list provided

the strongest relationship. However, for the text two higLer levels

number of correct words on the !litzel II list was the strongest correlate.

Though there is no consistent trend for these three levels, pyrfolmancv

on the word lists does provide some clue as to the rate of reading in

subsequeAt passages. Therefore, it can be concluded that as measured in this

study word recognition is associated with rate of reading. Previous analyses

have also.pointed to a relationship between word recognition and accuracy.

However, word recognition seems to be associated with rate of reading across

levels of passage difficulty while accuracy seems to be influenced by both

word recognition and rate. Differences are found in comparisons among Placement

levels more than among levels of passage difficulty for the same placement level

(see Appendix D).

012.1sctive

To identify the relationship between initial
list performance on the Adult Informal Reading
Test and difficulty of instructional materials
which are associated with the greatest positive
gains made by adults receiving instruction in
reading.

To determine the effects of several different instructional place-

ments upon reading gain the final test scores were compared by employing

an analysis of covariance using the initial test scores as the covariate.

The analysis was comnuted separately for each ABLE test level (1,11,11.1.)

for the vocabulary and reading (comprehension) sections of the ABLE

of the adults assigned to one of the three instructional ol,t,trE,r.l.

levels (0, -1, +1).

31
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Table 10

Analysis of Covariance Using the Initial and Final Test
Scores of the ABLE Compared by ABLE Test Level and

Instructional Placement*

Test and ABLE Level ,
!Me P

Vocabulary -I 1.86 <.16

Vodabulary -II 4.64 <025

Vocabulary -III 2.50 14

Comprehension I .36 =1,

Comprehension II .63 IMM

Comprehension III 1.62 <238

*See Appendix

Of the six comparisons run, one was significant - vocabulary gains

for Level II adults (Winer, 1972). The remaining two levels for vocabulary

scores approached significance, while only one of the comprehension compari-

sons approach significance. Results of this nature do not provide a

sufficient case for the identification of an instructional plazement level.

It seems best for several reasons to regard the results as incon-

clusive rather than to make a case based on trends and partial confirmation.

There are also several methodological weaknesses which also support this

conclusion.

1. Of primary concern is the question of attrition. Of the 262

adults who participated in the initial testing only 83 had sufficient

data to be included in this analysis. A little more than half of the

missing data is accounted for by the loss of entire project centers

(seven centers and 93 adults), the remaining 86 were actual losses within

programs. Thus a 50 percent loss of data among active participants was
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encountered. Several Oi'VlOUA problems arise from such losses. First,

it is difficult to rule out the possibility that the results were

affected by losses from a particular level of assignment. Second,

because the design required the population to be distributed into nine

groups for the analysis, losses of this magnitude seriously reduced the

number within each group. Small numbers are obviously less likely to be

an adequate reflection of a larger population even if they constituted a

carefully devised random sample. Also, small sizes tend to be overly

influenced by extreme scores.

2. The effectiveness of the project was further reduced by a test

ceiling effect. An investigator attempts to guard against the possibility

that a testee might score at or near the top of a test during the initial

testing. However, without prior knowledge of the relationship between

standardized and informal test results little could be done to prevent

this from occurring. Since the scores from one test level to another are

not continuous or additive the same level test had to be given for both

thk, initial and final testing. Time required for additional testing

would have been prohibitive, therefore corrections in the teat level

could not be made after the initial testing. As previously described,

the level of ABLE test was determined by relating instructional level to

the grade level span covered by each level of the ABLE test. Resulting

performance indicates that assignment on this basis was not entirely

satisfactory for levels 14 II. Six level I students scored at the very

top of the initial test in vocabulary whiff p 12 scored at the top of the

comprehension test. In addition, 23 who did not reach the top of one of

33
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the two tests during the initial test did so during the final test. The

same pattern was repeated for Level II students; eleven scored at the top

of the initial test in comprehension and during the final testing 23

scored at the top of either the comprehension or vocabulary sections.

Obviously, this fact contributed to a reduction of differences between

the initial and final testing.

3. Another possible source contributing toward inconclusive results

was brought about by the amount of time required in the testing process.

By the time the Adult Informal Reading Test was received from the field,

the 'appropriate" level of the ABLE sent out and administered, consider-

able time elapsed. Thus programs averaged two to three months between the

initial and final testing. Even if attendance in ABE programs was perfect,

this would translate to a maximum of 16 to 24 class hours of instruction.

Gains made by almost all groups may have continued in the same proportions

or changed with greater number of instructional contacts.

Objective 3

To compare the levels of performance as measured
by the Adult Informal. Reading Test and the Adult
Basic Learning Examination (ABLE) of adults en-
rolled in literacy programs.

The important question is whether or not the grade level placement

of one test is equivalent to the grade level placement of the other.

Level III of the ABLE was omitted from the analysis because it does not

provide grade placement $tores. Thelagaree of comparability was found

by computing the correlation and standard error of estimate between the

two tests.



There was a zero (Pearson) correlation between the AIRT placement

levels and either vocabulary or reading (comprehension) grade placement

scores (Level I). The standard error of estimate vas 1.4 for each of

these two comparisons (Smillie, 1968).

This data indicates that one score could not be used for the other.

Table 11

Correlation Between the AIRT Level and Vocabulary and
Reading Grade Levels on the ABLE Test - Level II

Subtest Correlation standard Error of Estimate

Vocabulary .23 2.5

Reading .34 2.4

The relationships at this level of the ABLE test were stronger than

for level I adults, however, the magnitude of the relationship and the

size of the standard error still indicates that one test could not be

used to establish the grade level of the other.

Since no placement level was confirmed for the AIRT, a second

analysis was designed employing a performance range for each level which

was based upon the basic placement level and the highest level read

adequately excluding the rate standard. In this manner the range of per-

formance on both tests could be compared.
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Table 12

A Comparison Between the Rangy Retween the Skills Level
and the Peak Functions.) Level on the AIRT With'

the Range of Scores on the Some Adults
on the Reading Section of the ABLE

AIRT/ABLE

Non-Reader

Pre-Primer

AIRT

ABLE

Primer

AIRT

ABLE

(1)

AIRT

ABLE

(2)

AIRT

ABLE

(3)
AIRT

ABLE

(4)

AIRT

ABLE

(5)

AIRT

ABLE

(6)

AIRT

ABLE

NR PP( 5) P(.8)

X
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4...x-..x
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_*. x......._

)-00- 00-00

(0 (

x.- ..x....______X
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The non-reader and the adult reading at the Primer level did not take

an initial ABLE test. Each x represents at least one score at that level,

but of course does not indicate the number of scores at each level (see

Table 13). Ranges are affected by the fact that 6.0 and 9.0 are the

upper limits for Level I & II of the ABLE respectively and 10 is the

upper limit for the AIRT.

For AIRT levels 2, 3, & 4 there seams to be agreement in the gross

distribution between the two tests, an observation not as true for the

remaining levels. Thus, if a range of scores instead of a single score

is used for the AIRT, there is some overlap of scores, but even with this

comparison it is obvious that one score can not be used to predict the other.

The ABLE score might be any part of the AIRT range suggesting that

the tests apparently measure entirely different types of reading performance.

One final comparison appears in order which is simply a distribution

of the initial test scores for the ABLE and AIRT.

Table 13

A Frequency Distribution of Initial
Levels on the AIRT and ABLE

Level/Grade Placement
AIRT
eg b **

ABLE
Vocabulary Reading

Non-Reader (0) 1 1

Pre Primer (.5) 3 1

Primer (.8) 1 0
First Reader (1.0-1.9) 13 11 3 1

2nd Reader (2.0-2.9) 15 8 4 2

3rd Reader (3.0-3.9) 26 4 10 11

4th Reader (4.0-4.9) 5 6 12 13
5th Reader (5.0-5.9) 12 7 16 8

6th Reader (6.0-6.9) 14 1 21 22
7th Reader (7.0-7.9) 0 0 6 5

8th Reader (8.0-8.9) 12 25 9 5

9th Reader (9.0-9.9) 0 0 12

10th Reader (10.0-10.9) 5 43
N m 107 81 79

*Beak placement level **Highest level read adequately without reference
to rate.
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The range of reading performance on the ABLE is from Non-Reallor to

10th reader level with the bulk of readers failing between first and

6th reader level. The standardised tests doss not show anyone reading

below first grade level. The upper end of the distribution does not

include Level III of the ABLE since these scores are conversed into

percentiles and not grade level.

Even when employing the lowest placement level of the AIRT, there

were only five adults who read below first reader level. There may be

some selection factors on the part of the cooperating centers operating

here, but this would not have been in compliance with the directions for

selection of adults.
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SIIMKNIO 11::; f A!:r toN

Ili mult si lire hurd,

1. th14 Jid not identity an insteo-tienal pla,ement level

through Ow us v of the Adult Intormdl kedding rest, One ecatisticelly

significant value tesulted and ttends Witte apparent, however, several

events euch as population attrition wad test ceiling effects weakened

die 11,4 sordu*: Chu vaiitiats vi Lhesft Lebeitti. At beet

the results must be eonsidered ass ineoaclusive.

2. A comparison was made at each level of the reading performance

between adults -.J14) made gains on the Adult Informal Reading Test fetid adtirrN

who made no g6Ins. Quality al reading in terms jt accuracy of oral reading,

comprehension and rdte improved from the lowest reading levels to the

highest leading Level. Rate of reading showed the greatest change at ter'

.1 period Of insuticLion, These differences were noted even though the

groups were formed an the basis of Yasic performance level used in the

first analysts TaMeft .1t these performance variables are included in

the Appendix t. permit ..sera ot the Adult Intrmal Reading Inventory

to compar resqlts Crum melt testing with this population.

3. The Adult Si ag: Learning Examination and the Adult Informal

Reading felt di. not :prespond in terms of grade placement revel which

supports the aesamption tnat each test mutes dirterent caPanilitIA

and Allis.

Th Collowtn zoier.ati-dns were drawn iKogi the plvlUilai Andl%bLS:

1. rhat tut Lc was very little Lhcinge beLween to tattle)

and final mu in ward recoAnithrrt and COM;T:i.natCrl nl
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ac:ounted for by the short span of instruction (2-3 months). However,

the effect of instruction should be further explored. It may be that

literacy programs are providing more practice than actual instruction

which could account for this finding that the only consistent and signifi-

cant increases noted were in rate. This is not unlikely since much of

the materials employed in ABE programs are kits and workbooks (Shark

aM Mocker, 1972).

2. The improvement in rate may also account for changes in the

AL;.E performance. This finding should also be explored in other

investigations.

3. One of the distressing observations is that there were very

fer readers below second reader level. This may be a selection factor

on the part of the field participants, however, it does not differ much

from the distribution in the St. Louis Centers where all the adults in

the participating centers were tested.

4. During the analysis of the AIRT it became apparent that many

adults hod a wide range of levels at which they could function adequately

in terms of comprehension and accuracy. The major difference between

levels for an individual was most often rate of reading. There were adults

from third reader level on who could not meet the rate standaren but could

read reasonably accurately and comprehend through the centh reader level.

thus a large percentage of the adults in ABE programs are reasonably

literate, when reading achievement is defined as accuracy of oral reading

and literal recall.
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As previously mentioned, very few non-readers and beginning readers

show-up in these programs and the bulk of the adults in this study did

not need basic literacy training.

Perhaps it is more accurate to say that the reading capability of

the adult is imperfectly understood. The difference between the AIRT

and ABLE results may be due in part to the type of comprehension measured.

Some differences are probably related to test taking skills as well as

rate of reading which was mentioned earlier. Further investigation appears

to be warranted to determine the relationships between instruction and

reading improvement.

5. In the original description of the Informal Reading Inventory,

Betts (1940) posited three levels of reading performance which are in

general use today. Betts observed that reading fluency, accuracy and

comprehension tended to decline as the material became more difficult.

Within the spectrum of reading development he conceptualized a band of

reading performance which could be tantified and ranked from high to low.

His levels based on performance crib ria represent stages or points in

this reading performance band which he related to basic instruction.

The Independent level represents the high end of this performance

band and, therefore, general instruction would produce little increase

in reading ability at this level. At the Frustration level, the other

extreme of this band, the reader is so overwhelmed by the difficulty

that he cannot profit from instruction. The middle point, or Instructional

level is an approximation of the best level at which reading performance

can be improved through instruction. Instruction at this level should
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have the effect of advancing this band along the total spectrum. That

is, instruction should result in increasing the pupil's performance at

the Instructional level so that it begins to resemble the degree of

proficiency described as the Independent level, and at the hue time,

instruction should rilduce deficiencies at more advanced levels so that

t r pupil's performance approaches the criteria for Instructional and

Frustration levels at higher levels of difficulty.

The performance of adults also shows some type of continuum, but it

is not the same pattern as just noted for school-aged pupils. As the

data indicated, the adult did not evidence a decrease in fluency, accuracy

or comprehension as the difficulty of materials increased. Only rate

declined as the difficulty increased. The results of this study did not

identify a criteria for determining a level of $pstructional placement

for ABE students which was clearly superior to the other levels studied.

Therefore, the question of the vAlidity of this concept has not been

established during this investigation.

In the absence of such information the test must still he used pri-

marily as an instrument to measure specific reading performances. Used

in this way the test does provide the teacher with a profile of the adult's

performance. Such a profile would be enhanced by determining two points

in this continuum. First, is the identification of the level where speci-

fic skills appear to deteriorate significantly - the Specific Skills Level.

This assumes that it is useful to know at what point specific reading

factors appear to require attention. Further investigation may be able

to ascertain the usefulness of the instruction of specific skills on
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subbequeLi achievevloot. evadeiwe from this investigation supports

this line or inquilA, aamely that cite seemed to be associated with

achievement gains on the ABU.

A se.:oud 14wC1 is based upLli the observation that the adult in this

study ,ouid manage materials considerably above the level identified as

his instructional placement level and in some case above the standardised

test score without significant loss of fluency or comprehension. It

appears that tilt. adult .an compensate for more difficult materials by

simply reading mote slowly. Thus, he can read difficult materials for

however long he can sustain the strain. For this reason it seems reason

able and appropriate to identify the highest level where the adult can

still comprehend and read fluently, however slowly. This level is the

Peak Functional Level. Thin term focuses on a positive feature rathei

than the negative ,:ozept of Frustration level.

The two levels ma if?4!-;ii4t the user of this test to interpret the

leader's performance - first sign of difficulty and the highest

level of literacy.

It may be that this performance hand may also contribute to the

inconclusive results in the sear,h for a placement level: that is, the

0 and +1 placements employed may not he sufficiently different for many

adults.

6. The A;RT pr.didLs tlft L%3Mii.vi with quite a hit of information

on the reading pe_rtrmanLe of tilt: adult. The same kind of informatioa

is not prw.ided by tLL- test. The instructional ImpLicati

between the t...., ale still r1.r. .1rzif. it the standardized test is a
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better predictor of later performance on the GED tests, does that mean

that the grade level placements of this test reflect instructional place-

ment, test taking achievement or some combination of factors?

One thing that was quite apparent, even though the AMU Le useful

for diagnostic purposes, as a test which must be given individually and

in programs which meet two evenings per week - it is difficult to justify

the test in terms of time. A shorter test needs to be found for the ABE

teacher. One analysis indicated that the word list was a fairly good

predictor of later rate of reading. A word list may prove simple and

reliable enough tot basic screening.

7. Perhaps the biggest lesson of all related to the feasibility

of conducting investigations which reauire pre and post testing using

ABE populations. This investigation and che National Needs Survey

(Sherk, 1972) both substantiate rather large attrition rates in ABE

programs. In addition, other problems relating to controlled variables

suggest that reseaz.:.h activities will not be very profitable until

research activities are built into programs. That is, instructional

ABE programs with research teams as an integral part of the program. This

might be done within the existing framework of ABE programs or as part

of future training and research projects. Research, particularily in

part-time programs does not look very promising unless it becomelipart of

the job rather than something tacked on to it.

8. A national or regional data bank of reading performance vari-

ables would be quite uzetui. ti programs feed periodic results of

testing in a facility many different questions could be addressed

concerning rvading performance skill programs. Such centers, perhaps
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regional, might also provide the most efficient means for providing

reading diagnosis and prescriptive information since few teachers have

that expertise, and even large programs seldom have enough specialists

to deal with, this matter as rapidly as needed in the classroom.
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APPENDIX A

SPA i0; Ilta

Color
Readability

Lovel
%mud'
Level

3.0 Orange 3 (hard)

3.5 Silver 3 (easy-hard)

4.0 Olive 5th

5.0 Blue 6th

8.0 Brown bth

7.0 Green 6th

8.0 Rcd 7-8

10.0 Tan 7-8

11.0 ;,oid 9th

Aqua 9th

SRA KIT Illb

blue 5th (easy)5.0

5.5 Rose 5-6

6.0 Brown 7th

7.0 Green 7th

8.0 Red 7th

9.0 Tan 8th

10.00 Cold 9-10

11.0 Aqua 9-10

12.0 Purple 11-12

SRA WE ARE SLACK

Level 1 2 (hard)

Level 11 2 (hard)

Level III 2 (hat.:

Level IV* 4th

Level V 5th

Level VI 5th (hard)

*There seemed to be some wide variations within levels-
int. example level 5 contained some selections as easy
as 3rd and as difficult as 7th.
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BARNELL LOFT

Working with Sounds

Book A First Reader

" B 2 (easy)

" C 2 (hard)-3 (easy)

Using the Context

Book A First Reader

" B 2 (easy)-2 (hard)

" C 3

" D 5th

" E 6th

Locating the Answer

Book It 5-6

" F 9-10

Following the Directions

Book A First Reader

3 2

" C 3

Getting the Facts

Book E 7-8th

EDL MATERIALS

Library*

level

Social Studies Kit EE

'level

Study Skills

01 7-8th fl

2 5-6 2 5-6th

3 9-10 3 4-5

4 5-6 4 7-8

5 7-8 5 5-6



1%. ! AA 11..1.1AL 4 4.CONI'h;

't . ; L

;11

7

9

It)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

:+t _lel Studita Kit EC

. t

leVe. I

fib 5-(1

te.tc 4

8 7-8

4-10 9 4th

9 -its IC) 4th

3

Sti;.11t:I.; nit art sc

L

3

7-8

5 5

E. 6

7 7

7-8 8

9 7-8 4

10 1-8 10

Studitis Kit. ta;

7-8

7 -R

7-6

7-8

7

9-10

1 -8

7-8

sf;;-. to la. &z' quhel of sociulizt:A iereria

Nettl Skill builders

i'mrt A-1 hi t st fle!ader

I port 1 i (eahJ) 1 part 1 FIChl Reader

1 part 1 (laav) aI part 2 2 (easy)

2 port 1 2 ( il4rd) 1+ part 1

2 part ) 2 (hal 0) IT. part 2 2 (eaftv)

:5 part I 7 (hard; 2 part I

part 1 2 (hard part 2 ,. 2 (eav)

3 paeL 3 3 pert Ith

;'+ naft 1 Ath (vstimated) 3 part 2 (east, )

.:. iirt : irif 4 part I

parr i :ti; 4 p .1 r t '

5 parr 1 Sth

.:.; iarr 1 Mil

r 1341. : D-i1th



READER'S 1ICE6F SKILL Bt'ILDERS (CONI'D)

Advanced Skill Buildet Buuk 2 9th

Science Setter

Green 3rd

Red 7-8th

litz:Work Series These cards are not in the order
of readability

Manual Level Card Numbers Readability

4.0 - 4.5 3

11 4th (easy)

15

20

4.5 - 5.0 5

7 4th (hard)

5.0 - 5.5

13

21.

4

6

5th (eqsy)

8

10

12

16

17 7th

5.5 - 6.0 2

14 5th - 6th

6.5 - 7.0 1 5th

9

Rcaders

Adult Reader M. S. Robertson Steck-Vaughn Company

2 (hard)

Learning and Writing English - 4th

I Want to Learn English - 4th



AePLall h

SL-tEt:

PitSflu IL -

PagLA,Ipai.J.,A

Initial Final

Alizona 25 0 0

Califutnia 13 13 8

Colorado 30 In 0

ConnectiL'ut 15 9 0

Florida 35 18 3

Idaho

lndiarta

§i

15

17

A

12

0

0

02 15 14 9

Iowa 10 4 4

Loulfana 30 0 0

Michigan 50 0 0

Minnesota 24 0 0

Mississippi 44 30 30

Missouri

01 50 27 0

#2 25 0 0

03 6 2 2

Nebraska 10 15 3

New Mexico 20 12 7

New York 22 0 0

North caroline 12 12 8

North Dakota 30 15 0

Ohil 16 0 0

Pennslvania 15 14 14

South Carolina 12 6 0

South Dakota 12 14 11

Tennessee 24 0 0

Utan 15 0 0

Virginia 12 4 5

Waahingt: 25 12 5

Went Virginlid 9 n

retalx
638

.14

;',67 109

*Many of these t_rc ettlimtd by the piiitiLivaat./.. prior the

of the spring .1ashes. 50



APPENDIX C

Changes in Reading Performance (AIRT)
With Adjusted Reading Level of 0

uains/Changes 0

Gain in level 12 1 1 2 8 5 1 2 3 10 1 2

No Gain 10 0 2 0 10 0 2 0 10 1 0 1

Loss in level 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

N = 28 Total 22 1 3 18 5 3 13 11 1 3

Changes in Reading Performance (AIRT)
With Adjusted Reading Level of +.

Gains/Chan as 0

Gain in level 16 1 2 2 9 9 1 2 4

No Cain 16 0 0 1 12 1 3 1 11

Loss in level 5 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 1

N 43 Total 37 1 2 3 22 11 7 3 10

Changes in Reading Performance (AIRT)
With Adjusted Reading Level of -1

Gains/Changes - 0

Gain in level 14 1 3 2 11 6 1 2 2

No Gain 8 0 1 1 5 2 2 1 5

Loss in level 7 0 1 5 0 3 R 5

N = 38 Total 29 1 5 21 8 6 3 12

51

15 0 2

3 2 1

1 3 0

19 5 3

+

14 0 4

2 1 2

0 3 0
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I cat.
(Form A and Form B)
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Motivation: This is a story of a family and ttoir home and
their neighbors.

AL1 OUR gOME AND CUR FRIENDS

This is our house.

Mary and I bought the house.

It is a good house. We live in the house.

It is our home and we like it.

Junior lives in our home, too.

The government helped us buy our home.

Mary, Junior, and I live in this home.

We take good care of our home.

Mary and I have some friends.

Our friends are Mt. and Mrs. Henry Brown.

We live near the Browns.

Mr. and Mrs. Brown have a ha .

The government helped Mx. and Hrs. Brown

buy the house. Aftillsl

Time:

YORM A (revised)

Substitutions

Omissions

Additions

Examiner Help

Endings

1. What is the name of the man's
wife? (Mary)

2. Who else lives in the home?
(Junior)

3. Who helped them buy their home?
(government)

Who are their friends?
(Mr. and Mrs. Brown)

Mr. and Hrs. Brown take good care of their
5. Who helped Mr. and Mrs. Brown to

house. buy their house? (government)

Source - Adapted from Adult Reader, pp. 15, 17
Word Count - 102
Readability (Spache) First Reader level

Adult Informal Reading Test, developed by Robe
Kansas City through USCG Projert 6 0-008069

56

by: M.S. Robertson
by permission of Steck-Vaughn Co..
copyrighted: 1964

rt E. Laibert, Univeralty of Missouri -
-0043
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Motivation: City driving takes more constant attention
than highway or country driving. Find out
some things a driver should know in city driving.

#2 DRIVING IN THE CITY

Driving in the city is dangerous.

Substitutions
One must look for the street signs in the city.

Omissions
Street signs help people to drive the car

Additions
carefully.

Examiner Help
The signal light is a good street sign.

Endings
The red light says "Stop."

The green light says "Go."

FORM A (revised)

Time:

The amber light says drive carefully.
1. What should a driver be alert for

At some corners there are "Stop" signs. in the city? (street signs)

The car should be stopped for each
2. What is the purpose of these signs?

"Stop" sign.
(to drive carefully)

Sometimes there are the "Danger" signs. 3. What does the story say the amber
light means? (drive carefully)

This sign tells one to drive carefully.
4. According to this story what are

Each street sign tells the driver something. two times a driver must stop his
car? (red light, stop sign)

A driver should look for the street sign

when he drives the car.
5. Besides the amber light in this

story, what other signs means
drive carefully? (Danger sign)

Source - Adapted from Adult Reader, p. 51. by: H.S. Robertson

Word Count - 98 by permission of: Steck-Vaughn Co.

Readability - (Spacha) Second Reader Level copyrighted: 1964

Adult Informal Reading, Test, developed by Robert E. leibert, University of Miss.)ari -
Mamas City through USA Project 6-9-008089-0045
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Motivation: Junius Kellogg played basketball for
the Harlem Globetrotters. When an accident
paralized him be was in a hospital.
A nurse helped him recover. This story
tells how he helped another person who
had become paralised.

#3 "Nobody's Better Off Dead"

The young flyer wanted to die.

He lay with his face turned to the

wall. Hurt in a plane crash, he

could not move from the neck down.

Then a tall man in a wheel chair

wheeled himself into the flyer's room.

"Hello." Junius Kellogg said.

But the flyer did not want to

talk. "You are looking at a vegetable,"

he said, "I would be better off dead."

I was a vegetable myself, three years

3. What was Junius like three years
ego? (a vegetable or the flyer)ago," said Kellogg. "Believe me, nobody

is better off dead."

That was the first visit Kellogg

made to the flyer's room. He came back

often. Soon the flyer was able to

swim. He too wanted to live.

Substitutions

Omissions

Additions

Examiner Help

Endings

FORM A (revised)

Time:

1. How badly hurt was the flyer?
(couldn't move from the neck down)

2. How did Junius Kellogg get into
the flyer's room? (in a wheel chai

0=111= 4. What did the flyer want to do?

(die)

5. What happened that tells us the
flyer was getting better?
(able to swim or wanted to live)

Source - Adapted from Send for Red (Reader's Digest), Pp. 12-13
Word Count - 115 by: Ouentin Reynolds
Readability - (Spache) 2-3 Reader Level by permission of: Reader's Digest

copyrighted: 1965

Adult Informal Reading Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert. University of nissouri -
Kansas City through USOE Project 6- 9- 008089 -0045
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FORM A (revised)

Motivation: Everyday millions of people take their temperatures.
Most people think that the higher the temperature, the
sicker they are. See what this article has to say.

04 ARE FEVERS HARMFUL?

For 200 years doctors have been

asking this question: Is fever a friend

or an enemy? Does fever show how sick

a person is or does it show how hard

his body is trying to get well?

Doctors do not know the answer. But

they are closer to the answer than

ever before.

Are fevers harmful? The answer is

both yes and no. Some fevers are very

dangerous. They rise so high that

life itself is in danger. For example,

a fever of 109° injures the brain if

the fever is not brought under control

at once. It can be brought down by

putting the person into a tub of ice

water.

iN1111111.11111

Substitutions

Omissions

Additions

Examiner Help

Endings

Time:

1. What question have doctors been
asking? Whether they are good or
bad-friend or enemy)

2. What fevers are dangerous? (when
it is very high)

3. What can a fever of 109° do?
(injure the brain)

4. Explain one way a high fever can be
controlled. (put a person in a tub
of ice water)

5. What is the purpose ofplacing a
person in a tub of ice water?
(bring the fever down)

Source - Reader's Digest Science Reader - Blue Book, pp. 80-82.
Word Count:111 by: J.D. Ratcliff
Readability - (Dale-Chall) - 4th Reader Level by permission of: Reader's Xis;

copyrighted: 1962

Adult Informal Readin Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert, University of Missouri -
Kansas City through USOE Project 6-9-008089-0045
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Mbtivation: The man in this story uses himself as an
example. What is he trying to say to us?

05 EOUAL EDUCATION

Since all men are born equal,

all men are entitled to equal education.

Mr. Hines believes this, and more -

how can you discover how equal you are

if you don't grab up all the experiences

and all the education you can get.

As evidence for this belief,

Mr. Hires tells everybody just to

consider him. He has been a farmir, a

factory worker, an automobile engine

expert, a chief in the fire department,

a gardener, and an Army man in

foreign countries, firing at the

enemy and fired at by the enemy in

two world wars. Mr. Hines had lots of

experience but not enough education.

Substitutions

Omissions

Additions

Examiner Help

Endings

RUM A (revised)

Time:

1. Mr. Hines believes all men should
be entitled to what? (equal
education)

2. What, in addition to education,
should a person have? (many
experiences)

3. Name two things Mr. Hines has
done.

4. How many times has Mr. Hines been
a soldier? (twice)

5. What does Mr. Hines lack?
(enough education)

Source - System for Success, Book I, P. 41 by: RA,. Hannay

Word Count - 103 by permission of Follett Education

Readability (Dale-Chall) 7-8 Reader Level Corp.
copyrighted: 1965

Adult Informal Reading Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert, University of Missouri -

Kansas City through USOE Project 6-9-008089-0045

4171
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Motivation: Some people have enough money to live
comfortably, but don't know it. Here are some
tips on how it can be done.

06 A BUDGET IS HELPFUL

Individuals and fimilles with

budgets have safeguards against

spending more money than they earn.

Budgets help people plan to spend only

what they can afford and buy only what

they need.

To make a reliable budget, a

family should first list all the

expenses it expects in a month.

Included in this list should be rent

or mortgage payments for She home,

utilities, food, any necessary house

furnishings or equipment, clothes,

transportation, medical care, personal

need, insurance, recreation, contri-

butions, taxes and if possible savings.

Next the family should determine its

income per month and allow enough

money for each item within the

limitations of that income.

Source S stems for Success - Book 2 - p.49
Word Count -

Substitutions

Omissions

Additions

Examiner Help

Endings

FORM A (revised)

Time:

1. Name one way that budgets help people.

(spend what can be afforded and buy
what is needed)

2. What is the first thing you do in
making a budget? (list expected
expenses)

3. What do you do next? (how much to
allow for each expense) (also -
determine its income per month)

4. Name two expenses related to the
home? (rent, utilities, etc.)

5. If possible, what should be included
in a budget? (savings)

Reprinted from: Systems for Success,
Book 2, p. 49

Readability i (Dals-Chall) 9-10 Reader Level by permission of: Follett Educational
Corp.

copyrighted: 1965

Adult Informal Reading Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert, University of Missouri -
Kansas City through USOE Project 6-9-008089-0045



BEST COPY AVAILABLE
FORM (revised)

Motivation: This is a story of a man who is looi,inr, for a car.
Read this story out loud to find out what kind of
a C.= he fin.2:.

#1 BUYING A NEW CAR

Ted wants a new car.

He wants 3 big car. SuLstitutions

Ted wants a two-door car. Omissions

He talked to a car salesman. Additions

The zalesma Examiner Help

"How .much should pay down ?" asked Ted. Endin7s

"$300, Jaid tae salesman.

Ted gave the sales..an the money.

He wanted to drive hi: no4 car.

It was a beautiful car.

It had red seats.

He took his car home.

His family liked the car.

Original story - Eldora Cray
Word Count - 70
Readability - 1.6

,11 =m

Time:
Tro=ricin

111e

=14MM.

1. Name two things Ted wanteA
his car to be. (2-door, Lig,
new)

2. How much did the car cot?
($3,000)

1. What wac nis down payment?
($300)

4, Where did he drive his car?
.(home)

5. Who else liked his car?
(family)

Adult Informal Reading Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert, University of Missouri -

Kansas City through USOE Project 6-9-0080;:9-0045

2/72
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Metivation. The man in this story ha,1 in iAe4 on to LI:w:
some land. bee how .his idea worked.

#2 A ROCK FENCE

Long ago many large rocks lay all

over the ,'round. There was a farmer who

wanted to crew things on the land. but

nothinr would rrow where the rocks were.

So he turted picking up the rocks. He

carried them to the side:, of the field.

He -lade a fence of the rocks. Then all

the farmers could see w:,tre his

field was. Flowers grew aloni the rack

fence. At first the rocks had been in

the way. but soon they helled the farmer.

And t.le farmer's reek fence e.lee the fiela

more beautiful.

substitutions

Omissions

Additions

Examiner Help

Endings

01

Ziource - SRA-Aqua, F. 11
Word Count - 95
Pseadability - 1.1

0.0.1.

FORM 3 (revised)

Time:

-180 seconds)

NetMrlyala

1. What lay all over the ground?
(rocks)

2. What did the man want to do
with this land? (crow things)

3. Why did the man have to pier
up the rocks? (to grow things)

4. Where did the farmer put the
rocks? (sides of the field)

5. How did the fence make the field
more beautiful? (flowers -
rocks on land - etc.)

by: Eleanor Nicholson
by permission of: Science Research

Associates
copyrighted. 19(1

Adult Infermll Peading Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert, University of Missouri -
KanaTaIy through Uf,Ot Project 6-9-0080)19-004r-

63
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Mot:vitien:

BEST COPY Availed FORM 13 (revised)

i r; te.I.:4 about a part of the Lary life of
a famous American. Read this story oat loud to find
out al,eut his unusual Leginning.

ff3 CLORGE WASHIWTO:i CARVER

Georr_e .;..,hinton Carver was America's

Substitutions
first great Negro scientist. Ho was one

Omissions
of the ;:reatest American scientists. of any

Additions
race. he helped many poor people of the

South to have better lives.

George Wasnirwton Carver was born a

He and his mother belonged

to a family named Carver. Slaves were

sold for money in those days. When he was

Examiner Help

Endings

Time:
68 seconds

!
==MI

1. Who was George Washington
Carver? (Negro scientist)

a baby, romp t.en stole him and his mother 2.

to sL;11 and make money far themselves.

He helped people in what part
of our country? (South)

3. Who did he and his mother
Mr. Carver gave the men a horse to get h.s belong to? (Carvers)

slaves back. They kept the neither but

gave back the baby.

The Carvers Jere kind to this poor

little baby.

Source - Thy Served America, pp. 33-34
Word Count - 101
Readability - (Spache) 2.8

al11 4. What unusual thing happened to
him when he was a baby? (he
Was stolen)

5. Low did Vr. Carver ret him
back? (gave the men a horse)

by: Carol Hoff
by permission of: Steck-Vaughn Co.
copyrit-hted: 1966

Adult Informal Readt1 Test, developed by Ro!-,ert E. Seibert, University of Missouri -

Kansds City through UWE Project 6-9-00800-0045

2/72
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notivation; Lp.:,rts are pcpular in fru= United States.

Here is part of a story of a well-known

sports fir,ure.

JACKIL ROBINSON

Jackie Robinson was the first
Substitutions

jegro to play Big L.ea&ue baseball. When
Omission:

he signed tie contract to play with the

team, my kne.w it would not Le easy

Players woulJ call him nant,s and be

unkind. Fans would boo aim. He could

not fight back. He would have to play

ball so well that Americans would know

that the color of an athlete's skin wa3

not i-Tortant.

Jlckie P.oinsoa was born to c4 poor

family in Llturgia. Wan) he was just a

baby, his fath,n left his family.

It was hard for ais mother to

mate enough r.oney to buy clothes

and food for her five children. But

with her brother's help, Ihe sent

them all to school when they were Lig

enough.

Additions

ixaminer help

FORMA (revised)

Time:
(62 seconds)

1=11 isd...

IMENIIMMIIMMINI.IMM11.111=1110

1. What is special about the person
in this story? (first Negro to
play Big League baseball)

d. What did Jackie think some
players would do? (call him
names, be unkind)

3. How did he thin% some fans would
treat him? (boo him)

4. How did he plan to win a place
in baseball? (be a great player)

5. Where was Jackie Robinson raised?
(Georgia)

Source - They Served America, 106 by: Carol Hoff

Word Count - 124 by permission of Steck-Vaughn Co.

Readability - 4th Grade copyrighted: 1366

Adult Inforral Reading Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert, University of Missouri -

i:ansas City through USOL Project 6-9-10b039-0045
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Motivation: etcry wrItttu in 1460 before our
astronauts landed on the moon. It tells
about the Ranger space shots that got
important information for the astronauts.

#5 ThL MOON STEPFINGST014; TO SPACE

Late in the 19t.0 s, the hatch of

a space ship will be cranked open.

Men will climb throurh it and step down

to the surface of the moon. Will they

walk upon solid rock, or will they sink

into deep lunar dust?

They t:1.11 know the answer before

they get there, for Ranger probes will

already have crashed into the moon.

During the rapid descent of these probc::

to the moon, sharp pictures of its

surface will be televi.;..d to earth.

Just before impdet, each probe

will release a wooden ball intended

to hit the moon without breaking.

Inside the fall a small instrument

will measure slight motions in the

crust of the moon.

Substitutions

Omissions

Additions

Examiner Help

Cndings

1.
IMMM=1.00.1.=

FORM 23 (revised)

Time:
Thrre seconds

aYEm.olIMMIN

What did the author predict
would happen in the late 1960's?
(men would land on the moon)

_2. The moon might be made of what
two kind: of things? (solid
rock or deep lunar dust)

3. What will the Ranger probes tell
the space men? (type of lunar
surface)

4. How were pictures to be sent to
earth? (by TV)

5. What will release just before
the probe hits the moon? (a
wooden ball, instruments, etc.)

Source - Reader's 21.011Science Reader (Red Book), pp. 51-52.
Word Count =r
Readability - 7-8 by: Franklyn M. Branley

by permission of: Reader's Digest

Adult Informal Readinr, Test, developed by Robert E. Leibert, University of Missouri -
TinZ.-.=ti through tign Project 6-9-008089-0045
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FORM B (revised)

Motivation! The ba3ic laws of our country were written lone
4r.). Thi selection tells about one part of
these laws. fead carefully to find out what they
rean to you.

#6 THE BILL OF RINTc,

Before the Constitution could

become the official law of our country,

it had to be ratified ny nine states.

The statea did not approve the

document immediately. There was

much controversy, and when the

Constitution was finally ratified, most

of the states agreed that a nuri,er of

amendments to the document should be

made.

In 1751, t:.0 first ten amendments,

called tae Lill. of Rignts, were adopted.

They are called the Bill of Fights

because they involve the basic

liberties of individual citizens.

The Bill cf Rights guarantees

that citizens of the United States

will have freedom of religion,

freedom of speech, freedom of tne

press and the ri7ht to aastrible. It

protects citizens anainzt unreasoha

punishment and inaures the right to a

speedy and public trial.

Source: Ems for success, p. 47
Word Count - 129
Readability - 9-10

.ubstitutions

Onissions

Additions

Lxaminer Help

Lndinp

affltIlm

..1=rt.MIMM

Time:
(52 seconds)

IMINI.r1M11/11...i1M-IMMEMEMMIM =11=1PM

. 4mb 1.11M,

1. how :Any states had to ratify
the Constitution before it
became law? (nine)

2. When the Constitution was ratified
what did many states agree had to
be done to make the Constitution
better? (amendments added)

3. How many amendments were added
in 1791? (ten)

4. What are these amendments called?
(Bill of Rights)

S. Name two things that are
guaranteed by the hill of Rights.
(any two from last paragraphs)

Reprinted from: Systems for Success,
Book 2, p. 47 - by R. L. Henry

by permission of: Follett, 1965

Adult Infornal Rcading Test, developed by Robert L. Leiberiviniversity of Missouri-
Kansas City through USOL Project 6-9-00e0d9-0045
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:Yjult Informal Pending Test, developed by Robert Leibert, University of Missouri -
Xansas City througl, USOC Project 6-9-008089-0045.

1.

:Art 1

also

1!. A. !IITZCL WORD LIST*

1. abunelAnt

Fart 11

2. at 2. annoy

3. beside 3. audible

4. bus 4. bullet

5. Cost 5. chill

MONINIm

6. dinner 6. comprehend

7. duty 7. council

3. evoninp S. defy

fish 9. dismiss

10. gasoline 10. enjoyable

11. he 11. faith

house 12. frontage

13. join 13. groom

14. line 14. housing

15. mark 15. inner

16. military 16. kidney

17. rust 17. macaroni

13. purse 1C. morale

19. out 19. novel

20. picture 20. partial

21. quality 21. precious

22. rOlt 22. raincoat

23. see 23. reveal

24. single 24. shelf

25. stand 25. southwest

26. system 26. struggle

27. those 27. tennis
am.,MaNIF 1=11=leMmear =11.....MM..imm

28. under 28. undergo

29. a verify29.

IMIM

30. word 309 width



mac Informal IiifloIrla Test. developed by Robert E. Leibcrt, University of :Irs..);r1 -

i:ansaq City throull USOE Project 6-9-00CM-0045.

Pre-Primer

BUCKS COCNTY LISTS*

1
2

1. and 1. about

2. big 2. as

3. can 3. barn

4. down 4. book

5. for 5. children

6. r.o 6. day

7. here 7. feet

3. house 3. friend

9. in 9. green

10. it 10. heard

11. little 11. him

12. make 12. if

13. mother 1:3. lost

14. not 14. work

15. play 15. name

l':,. ride 16. nose

17. see 17. our

18. to 10. pretty

19. :ant 19. school

20. will 20. some
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Adult Informal Reading Test, developed by r.obert E. Leibert, University of Ilissouri -

Kansas City through USOE Project 6-9-0C3089-004::.

LUCKS CCUI:TY WORD LIST*

72 3
2

1.

1111=1.

arm 1. arrive

2. bought 2. beat

3. candy 3. bone

4. corner 4. bundle

=10.--. ...
5. dollar 5. chance

6. end 6. coach

7. fat 7. several

3. flower 8. discover

9. grass 9. eleven

10. hard 10. express

11. hope 11. flame

12. hitcher. 12. whisper

13. leg 13. horn

...1.1.111 I..Ma.=Iw-=11IIIMTw....

14. nost 14. insist

15. park 15. kill

16. pond 16. lever

17. quiet 17. ristake

18. rope 18. offer

19. sell 19. peach

20. snile 20. poqsible

=im

*Ducks County uord List in 'iorton Bata, llov to Teach Readinr, Follett

Publishing Co., 1963, pp. 111-1n1.

Adele, 'The Functional needing Word List for Adults." Adult

Education 16(1V:6), 67-q.
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